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ON THE MAPPINGS CONNECTED WITH PARALLEL
ADDITION OF NONNEGATIVE OPERATORS
YU.M. ARLINSKI˘I
Abstract. We study a mapping τG of the coneB
+(H) of bounded
nonnegative self-adjoint operators in a complex Hilbert space H
into itself. This mapping is defined as a strong limit of iterates of
the mapping B+(H) ∋ X 7→ µG(X) = X−X : G ∈ B+(H), where
G ∈ B+(H) and X : G is the parallel sum. We find explicit expres-
sions for τG and establish its properties. In particular, it is shown
that τG is sub-additive, homogeneous of degree one, and its image
coincides with set of its fixed points which is the subset of B+(H),
consisting of all Y such that ranY 1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}. Relation-
ships between τG and Lebesgue type decomposition of nonnegative
self-adjoint operator are established and applications to the prop-
erties of unbounded self-adjoint operators with trivial intersections
of their domains are given.
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1. Introduction
We will use the following notations: domA, ranA, and kerA are the
domain, the range, and the kernel of a linear operator A, ranA and
closL denote the closure of ranA and of the set L, respectively. A
linear operator A in a Hilbert space H is called
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• bounded from bellow if (Af, f) ≥ m||f ||2 for all f ∈ domA and
some real number m,
• positive definite if m > 0,
• nonnegative if (Af, f) ≥ 0 for all f ∈ domA.
The cone of all bounded self-adjoint non-negative operators in a com-
plex Hilbert space H we denote by B+(H) and let B+0 (H) be the subset
of operators from B+(H) with trivial kernels. If A,B ∈ B+(H) and
C = ABA, then by Douglas theorem [10] one has ranC1/2 = AranB1/2.
If K is a subspace (closed linear manifold) in H, then PK is the orthog-
onal projection in H onto K, and K⊥ def= H⊖K.
Let X,G ∈ B+(H). The parallel sum X : G is defined by the
quadratic form:
((X : G)h, h)
def
= inf
f,g∈H
{ (Xf, f) + (Gg, g) : h = f + g } ,
see [1], [13], [17]. One can establish for X : G the following equivalent
definition [2], [23]
X : G = s− lim
ε↓0
X (X +G+ εI)−1G.
Then for positive definite bounded self-adjoint operators X and G we
obtain
X : G = (X−1 +G−1)−1 .
As is known [23], X : G can be calculated as follows
X : G = X − ((X +G)−1/2X)∗ ((X +G)−1/2X) .
Here for A ∈ B+(H) by A−1 we denote the Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse. The operator X : G belongs to B+(H) and, as it is established
in [2], the equality
(1.1) ran (X : G)1/2 = ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2
holds true. If T is bounded operator in H, then in general
T ∗(A : B)T ≤ (T ∗AT ) : (T ∗BT )
for A,B ∈ B+(H), but, see [5],
(1.2) ker T ∗ ∩ ran (A+B)1/2 = {0}
=⇒ T ∗(A : B)T = (T ∗AT ) : (T ∗BT ).
Besides, if A′ ≤ A′′, B′ ≤ B′′, then A′ : B′ ≤ A′′ : B′′ and, moreover
[23],
(1.3) An ↓ A and Bn ↓ B strongly⇒ An : Bn ↓ A : B strongly.
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Let X,G ∈ B+(H). Since X ≤ X +G and G ≤ X +G, one gets
(1.4) X = (X +G)1/2M(X +G)1/2,
G = (X +G)1/2(I −M)(X +G)1/2
for some non-negative contraction M on H with ranM ⊂ ran (X+G).
Lemma 1.1. [5] Suppose X,G ∈ B+(H) and let M be as in (1.4).
Then
X : G = (X +G)1/2(M −M2)(X +G)1/2.
Since
ranM1/2 ∩ ran (I −M)1/2 = ran (M −M2)1/2,
the next proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1, cf.
[13], [23].
Proposition 1.2. 1) ran (X : G)1/2 = ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2.
2) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) X : G = 0;
(ii) M2 = M , i.e., the operator M in (1.4) is an orthogonal projec-
tion in ran (X +G);
(iii) ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}.
Fix G ∈ B+(H) and define a mapping
(1.5) B+(H) ∋ X 7→ µG(X) def= X −X : G ∈ B+(H).
Then
(1) 0 ≤ µG(X) ≤ X ,
(2) µG(X) = X ⇐⇒ X : G = 0 ⇐⇒ ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}.
Therefore, if G is positive definite, then the set of fixed points of µG
consists of a unique element, the trivial operator. Denote by µ
[n]
G the
nth iteration of the mapping µG, i.e., for X ∈ B+(H)
µ
[2]
G (X) = µG(µG(X)), µ
[3]
G (X) = µG(µ
[2]
G (X)), · · · ,
µ
[n]
G (X) = µG(µ
[n−1]
G (X)).
Since
X ≥ µG(X) ≥ µ[2]G (X) ≥ · · · ≥ µ[n]G (X) ≥ · · · ,
the strong limit of {µ[n]G (X)}∞n=0 exists for an arbitrary X ∈ B+(H)
and is an operator from B+(H). In this paper we study the mapping
B+(H) ∋ X 7→ τG(X) def= s− lim
n→∞
µ
[n]
G (X) ∈ B+(H).
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We show that the range and the set of fixed points of τG coincides with
the cone
B+G(H) =
{
Y ∈ B+(H) : ranY 1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}}
=
{
Y ∈ B+(H), Y : G = 0} .
We find explicit expressions for τG and establish its properties. In par-
ticular, we show that τG is homogenous and sub-additive, i.e., τG(λX) =
λτG(X) and τG(X + Y ) ≤ τG(X) + τG(Y ) for an arbitrary operators
X, Y ∈ B+(H) and an arbitrary positive number λ. It turns out that
τG(X) = τG˜(X) = τG(G˜+X)
for all X ∈ B+(H), where G˜ ∈ B+(H) is an arbitrary operator such
that ran G˜1/2 = ranG1/2. We prove the equality τG(X) = X − [G]X,
where the mapping
B+(H) ∋ X 7→ [G]X def= s− lim
n→∞
(nG : X) ∈ B+(H)
has been defined and studied by T. Ando [3] and then in [22], [15],
and [12]. In the last Section 5 we apply the mappings {µ[n]G } and
τG to the problem of the existence of a self-adjoint operator whose
domain has trivial intersection with the domain of given unbounded
self-adjoint operator [20], [9], [13], [11]. Given an unbounded self-
adjoint operator A, in Theorem 5.1 we suggest several assertions equiv-
alent to the existence of a unitary operator U possessing the property
UdomA∩domA = {0}. J. von Neumann [20, Satz 18] established that
such U always exists for an arbitrary unbounded self-adjoint A acting
in a separable Hilbert space. In a nonseparable Hilbert space always
exists an unbounded self-adjoint operator A such that for any unitary
U the relation UdomA ∩ dom 6= {0} holds, see [11].
2. The mapping µG and strong limits of its orbits
Lemma 2.1. Let F0 ∈ B+(H). Define the orbit
F1 = µG(F0), F2 = µG(F1), . . . , Fn+1 = µG(Fn), . . . .
Then the sequence {Fn} is non-increasing:
F0 ≥ F1 ≥ · · · ≥ Fn ≥ Fn+1 ≥ · · · ,
and the strong limit
F
def
= s− lim
n→∞
Fn
is a fixed point of µG, i.e., satisfies the condition
F : G = 0.
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Proof. Since µG(X) ≤ X for all X ∈ B+(H), the sequence {Fn} is non-
increasing. Therefore, there exists a strong limit F = s− lim
n→∞
Fn. On
the other hand, because the sequence {Fn} in non-increasing, the se-
quence {Fn : G} is non-increasing as well and property (1.3) of parallel
addition leads to
s− lim
n→∞
(Fn : G) = F : G.
Besides, the equalities
Fn : G = Fn − Fn+1, n = 0, 1, . . .
yield F : G = 0. Thus, F = µG(F ), i.e., F is a fixed point of the
mapping µG. 
For G,F0 ∈ B+(H) define subspaces
(2.1)
Ω
def
= clos
{
f ∈ H : (G+ F0)1/2f ∈ ranG1/2
}
,
M
def
= H⊖ Ω.
Note that if a linear operator V is defined by
(2.2)
{
x = (G+ F0)
1/2f + g
Vx = G1/2f, f ∈ H, g ∈ ker (G+ F0) ,
then domV = ran (G + F0)1/2 ⊕ ker (G + F0) is a dense in H linear
manifold and V is a contraction. Let V be the continuation of V on
H. Clearly V = V∗∗. If we denote by (G + F0)−1/2 the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse to (G+ F0)
1/2, then from (2.2) one can get that
(2.3)
V(G+ F0)1/2 = G1/2 = (G+ F0)1/2V∗,
V∗ = (G+ F0)−1/2G1/2, ranV∗ ⊆ ran (G+ F0),
Vg = G1/2(G+ F0)−1/2g, g ∈ ran (G+ F0)1/2.
Moreover,
(2.4) Ω = ranV∗ ⊕ ker (G+ F0), M = ker
(V↾ ran (G+ F0)) .
Besides we define the following contractive linear operator
(2.5)
{
x = (G+ F0)
1/2f + g
Wx = F 1/20 f, f ∈ H, g ∈ ker (G+ F0).
The operator W is defined on domW = ran (G+F0)1/2⊕ ker (G+F0)
and
(2.6)
W(G+ F )1/2 = F 1/20 = (G+ F0)1/2W∗,
W∗ = (G+ F0)−1/2F 1/20 , ranW∗ ⊆ ran (G+ F0),
Wh = F 1/20 (G+ F0)−1/2h, h ∈ ran (G+ F0)1/2.
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Let W = W∗∗ be the continuation of W on H. Clearly, W∗ = W∗.
Note that
V∗Vh+W∗Wh = h, h ∈ ran (G+ F0)
Set
(2.7) N
def
= ker (I −WW∗).
Since kerW∗ = kerF0, the subspace N is contained in ranF0.
Proposition 2.2. The equalities
(2.8) ran (I −WW∗)1/2 =
{
f ∈ H : F 1/20 f ∈ ranG1/2
}
=
{
f ∈ H : F 1/20 f ∈ ran (F : G0)1/2
}
hold.
Proof. Set H0 def= ran (G+F0). Note that ker (G+F0) = kerG∩ker F0.
Define
(2.9) M0
def
= W∗W↾H0.
Then M0 ∈ B+(H0) and
(2.10) V∗V↾ = IH0 −M0 = IH0 −W
∗W↾H0.
From (2.3) and (2.6)
(2.11) F
1/2
0 f = G
1/2h ⇐⇒ (G+ F0)1/2W∗f = (G+ F0)1/2V∗h
⇐⇒ W∗f = V∗h
Equality (2.10) yields
ranV∗ = ran (IH0 −W
∗W↾H0)1/2
Hence (2.11) is equivalent to the inclusion f ∈ ran (I − WW∗)1/2.
Application of (1.1) completes the proof. 
Thus from (2.7) and (2.11) we get
(2.12) N = H⊖
{
clos
{
g ∈ H : F 1/20 g ∈ ranG1/2
}}
.
Theorem 2.3. Let G ∈ B+(H), F0 ∈ B+(H), Fn def= µG(Fn−1), n ≥ 1,
F
def
= s− limn→∞ Fn. Then
(2.13) F = (G+ F0)
1/2PM(G+ F0)
1/2
and
(2.14) F = F
1/2
0 PNF
1/2
0 ,
where M and N are given by (2.1) and (2.12), respectively.
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Proof. From (2.5), (2.5), (2.9), (2.10), (2.4) we have
F0 = (G+ F0)
1/2M0(G+ F0)
1/2,
G = (G+ F0)
1/2(IH0 −M0)(G+ F0)1/2,
ker (IH0 −M0) = M, ran (I −M0) = H0 ⊖M = Ω⊖ ker (G+ F0).
Then by Lemma 1.1
F0 : G = (G+ F0)
1/2(M0 : (IH0 −M0))(G+ F0)1/2
= (G + F0)
1/2(M0 −M20 )(G+ F0)1/2.
It follows that
F1 = µG(F0) = F0 − F0 : G = (G+ F0)1/2M20 (G+ F0)1/2.
Then (further I = IH0 is the identity operator) from (1.2)
F1 : G = (G+ F0)
1/2
(
(I −M0) :M20
)
(G+ F0)
1/2
= (G+ F0)
1/2
(
(I −M0)M20 (I −M0 +M20 )−1
)
(G+ F0)
1/2,
F2
def
= µG(F1) = F1 − F1 : G
= (G+ F0)
1/2
(
M20 − (I −M0)M20 (I −M0 +M20 )−1
)
(G+ F0)
1/2
= (G+ F0)
1/2M40 (I −M0 +M20 )−1(G+ F0)1/2.
Let us show by induction that for all n ∈ N
Fn
def
= µG(Fn−1) = (G+ F0)
1/2Mn(G+ F0)
1/2 for all n ∈ N,
where
(1) {Mn} is a non-increasing sequence from B+(H0),
(2) I −M0 +Mn is positive definite,
(3) Mn commutes with M0,
(4) Mn+1 = (I −M0 +Mn)−1M2n.
All statements are already established for n = 1 and for n = 2. Suppose
that all statements are valid for some n. Further, using the equality
M0Mn = MnM0, we have
I −M0 +Mn+1 = I −M0 + (I −M0 +Mn)−1M2n
= (I −M0 +Mn)−1
(
(I −M0 +Mn)(I −M0) +M2n
)
= (I −M0 +Mn)−1
(
(I −M0)2 +Mn(I −M0) +M2n
)
= (I −M0 +Mn)−1
((
(I −M0) + 1
2
Mn
)2
+
3
4
M2n
)
.
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Since
(I −M0) + 1
2
Mn ≥ 1
2
(I −M0 +Mn) ,
and I−M0+Mn is positive definite, we get that the operator I−M0+
Mn+1 is positive definite.
M0Mn+1 =M0(I −M0 +Mn)−1M2n
= (I −M0 +Mn)−1M2nM0 = Mn+1M0.
From (1.2) we have
Fn+1 : G = (G+ F0)
1/2 ((I −M0) :Mn+1) (G+ F0)1/2
= (G+ F0)
1/2(I −M0)Mn+1(I −M0 +Mn+1)−1(G+ F0)1/2,
and
Fn+2 = µG(Fn+1) = Fn+1 − Fn+1 : G
= (G+F0)
1/2
(
Mn+1 − (I −M0)Mn+1(I −M0 +Mn+1)−1
)
(G+F0)
1/2
= (G+ F0)
1/2(I −M0 +Mn+1)−1M2n+1(G+ F0)1/2
= (G+ F0)
1/2Mn+2(G+ F0)
1/2.
One can prove by induction that inequality I −Mn ≥ 0 and the equal-
ities Mn+1 = (I −M0 +Mn)−1M2n for all n ∈ N imply
ker (I −Mn) = ker (I −M0), n ∈ N.
Let M = lim
n→∞
Mn. Then F = (G + F0)
1/2M(G + F0)
1/2. Since
Mn+1(I −M0 +Mn) = M2n, we get (I −M0)M = 0. Thus, ranM ⊆
ker (I −M0). Since M↾ ker (I −M0) = I, we get M = Pker (I−M0). It
follows that (2.13) holds true.
The inequalities 0 ≤ µG(X) ≤ X yield Fn = F 1/20 NnF 1/20 , where
{Nn} is non-increasing sequence fromB+(H), 0 ≤ Nn ≤ I for all n ∈ N,
and kerNn ⊇ kerF0. Let N = s− limn→∞Nn. Then F = F 1/20 NF 1/20 .
From (2.5) we have
F
1/2
0 =W(G + F0)1/2 = (G+ F0)1/2W∗,
Since M0 = W∗W↾H0 we get and W = VM1/20 , where V is isometry
from ranM0 onto ranF0. Thus
F
1/2
0 = VM
1/2
0 (G + F0)
1/2, M
1/2
0 (G+ F0)
1/2 = V ∗F
1/2
0 .
Because PM = M
1/2
0 PMM
1/2
0 we get from F = (G+F0)
1/2PM(G+F0)
1/2:
F = F
1/2
0 V PMV
∗F
1/2
0 .
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The operator V PMV
∗ is orthogonal projection in ranF0. Denote N0 =
ranV PMV
∗ = V ranPM. From (G + F0)
1/2M
1/2
0 h = F
1/2
0 V h, for all
h ∈ ranM0 we obtain
(G+ F0)
1/2ϕ = F
1/2
0 V ϕ, ϕ ∈M = ker (IH0 −M0),
and then
ϕ = (G+ F0)
−1/2F
1/2
0 V ϕ.
Hence
(G+ F0)
−1/2F
1/2
0 g = V
∗g, g = V ϕ ∈ N0.
On the other hand
(G+ F0)
−1/2F
1/2
0 x =W
∗
x for all x ∈ H.
It follows that W∗g = V ∗g for all g ∈ N0. So
g ∈ N0 ⇐⇒ ||W∗g|| = ||g|| ⇐⇒ g ∈ ker (I −WW∗).
Thus, N0 coincides with N defined in (2.7), and (2.14) holds true. 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose F0 commutes with G. Then N defined in (2.7)
takes the form N = kerG ∩ ranF0. In particular,
(1) if kerF0 ⊇ kerG, then F = 0,
(2) if F0 = G, then F = 0,
(3) if kerG = {0}, then F = 0.
Proof. If F0G = GF0. Then F
1/2
0 (G+F0)
−1/2f = (G+F0)
−1/2F
1/2
0 f for
all f ∈ ran (G+F0)1/2. Hence, W∗ =W =W∗∗ and W is nonnegative
contraction. It follows from (2.7) that
N = ker (I −W2) = ker (I −W∗) = ker (I − (G+ F0)1/2F 1/20 ).
Clearly
f ∈ ker (I − (G+ F0)1/2F 1/20 ) ⇐⇒ f ∈ kerG ∩ ranF0.
Furthermore, applying (2.14) we get implications
kerF0 ⊇ kerG =⇒M0 = {0},
kerG = {0} =⇒M = {0}.

Corollary 2.5. If G ∈ B+0 (H) and if F0 is positive definite, then
F = 0.
Proof. In the case when F0 is positive definite the subspace M defined
in (2.1) can be described as follows: M = (G + F0)
1/2kerG. Hence, if
kerG = {0}, then M = {0} and (2.13) gives F = 0.

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Theorem 2.6. Let G ∈ B+(H), F0 ∈ B+(H), Fn+1 = µG(Fn), n ≥ 0,
F = limn→∞ Fn.
(1) If ranF
1/2
0 ⊆ ranG1/2, then F = 0.
(2) If ranF
1/2
0 = ranG
α, where α < 1/2, then F = 0.
Proof. (1) Let ranF
1/2
0 ⊆ ranG1/2. Then F 1/20 H ⊆ ranG1/2. From
(2.12) and (2.14) it follows F = 0.
(2) Suppose ranF
1/2
0 = ranG
α, where α < 1/2. Then by Douglas
theorem [10] the operator F0 is of the form
F0 = G
αQ0G
α,
where Q is positive definite in H0 = ranG. Hence, G + GαQGα =
Gα(G1−2α +Q0)G
α, and
µG(F0) =
(
(G+GαQ0G
α)−1/2GαQ0G
α
)∗
(G+GαQ0G
α)−1/2GαQ0G
α
= GαQ0(G
1−2α +Q0)
−1Q0G
α = GαµG1−2α(Q0)G
α.
Note that Q1
def
= µG1−2α(Q0) is positive definite. Therefore for F1 =
µG(F0) possess the property ranF
1/2
1 = ranG
α. By induction we can
prove that
Fn+1 = µG(Fn) = G
αµG1−2α(Qn)G
α = GαQn+1G
α.
Using that Q0 is positive definite and applying Corollary 2.5, we get
limn→∞Qn = 0. Hence
F = lim
n→∞
Fn = lim
n→∞
GαQnG
α = 0.

Corollary 2.7. Let λ > 0. Define a subspace
Mλ = H⊖
{
clos
{
g ∈ H : (λG+ F0)1/2g ∈ ranG1/2
}}
Then
(λG+ F0)
1/2PMλ(λG+ F0)
1/2 = F
1/2
0 PNF
1/2
0 ,
where N is given by (2.12).
Proof. Replace G by λG and consider a sequence
F0, F1 = µλG(F0), Fn = µλG(Fn−1), . . . .
Clearly
H⊖
{
clos
{
g ∈ H : F 1/20 g ∈ ran (λG)1/2
}}
= H⊖
{
clos
{
g ∈ H : F 1/20 g ∈ ranG1/2
}}
= N.
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By Theorem 2.3
s− lim
n→∞
Fn = F
1/2
0 PNF
1/2
0 .
On the other side the application of (2.13) gives
s− lim
n→∞
Fn = (λG+ F0)
1/2PMλ(λG+ F0)
1/2.

Theorem 2.8. Let G ∈ B+0 (H), ranG 6= H. Let F0 ∈ B+(H), Fn def=
µG(Fn−1), n ≥ 1, F def= s− limn→∞ Fn. Then
F ∈ B+0 (H) =⇒
{
F0 ∈ B+0 (H),
ran (G+ F0) ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}
⇐⇒
{
F0 ∈ B+0 (H),
ranF0 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0} .
Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) F ∈ B+0 (H),
(ii) ran (G+ F0)
1/2 ∩ ran (G+ F0)−1/2G1/2 = {0},
(iii) for each converging sequence {yn} ⊂ ranG1/2 such that
lim
n→∞
yn ∈ ranF0
follows that the sequence {(G+ F0)−1/2yn} is diverging,
(iv) ranF
1/2
0 ∩ clos
{
F
−1/2
0
(
ranF
1/2
0 ∩ ranG1/2
)}
= {0},
(v) for each converging sequence {zn} ⊂ ranF 1/20 ∩ ranG1/2 such
that
lim
n→∞
zn ∈ ranF0
follows that the sequence {F−1/20 zn} is diverging.
Proof. Clearly F ∈ B+0 (H) ⇐⇒ kerF = {0}. Since ker (G + F0) =
{0}, from (2.13), (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) it follows equivalences
kerF = {0} ⇐⇒ Ω ∩ ran (G+ F0)1/2 = {0}
⇐⇒ ran (G + F0)1/2 ∩ ran (G+ F0)−1/2G1/2 = {0}.
So (i)⇐⇒ (ii). In particular
kerF = {0} =⇒ ran (G+ F0)1/2 ∩ ran (G+ F0)−1/2G1/2 = 0.
Hence
(2.15) ran (G+ F0) ∩ ranG1/2 = 0.
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Assume that ranG1/2 ∩ ranF0 6= {0}. Then F0x = G1/2y for some
x, y ∈ H. Set z def= y + G1/2x. Then F0x = G1/2(z − G1/2x) and
(G+ F0)x = G
1/2z that contradicts to (2.15).
Conversely, if ran (G+F0)∩ ranG1/2 6= {0}, then ranG1/2∩ ranF0 6=
{0}. So, (2.15) is equivalent to ranG1/2 ∩ ranF0 = {0}. Note that the
latter is equivalent to F 20 : G = 0.
Suppose ran (G+F0)
1/2 ∩ ran (G+F0)−1/2G1/2 6= {0}. Then there is
a sequence {xn} ⊂ H and a vector f ∈ H such that
(G+ F0)
1/2f = lim
n→∞
(G+ F0)
−1/2G1/2xn
Hence lim
n→∞
G1/2xn = (G + F0)f. Let yn = G
1/2(xn − G1/2f), n ∈ N.
Then {yn} ⊂ ranG1/2, lim
n→∞
yn = F0f, and
lim
n→∞
(G+ F0)
−1/2yn = (G+ F0)
1/2f − (G+ F0)−1/2Gf.
Conversely, if there is converging sequence {yn = G1/2zn} such that
lim
n→∞
yn = F0f
and the sequence {(G+ F0)−1/2yn} converges as well, then from
lim
n→∞
G1/2(zn +G
1/2f) = (G+ F0)f
and because the operator (G+ F0)
−1/2 is closed, we get
(G+ F0)
1/2f = (G+ F0)
−1/2(G+ F0)f
= lim
n→∞
(G+ F0)
−1/2G1/2(zn +G
1/2f).
This means that ran (G + F0)
1/2 ∩ ran (G + F0)−1/2G1/2 6= {0}. Thus,
conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Using (1.1), (2.5), (2.6), (2.8),
(2.14), and Theorem 2.3, the equivalences (i)⇐⇒ (iv)⇐⇒ (v) can be
proved similarly. 
3. The mapping τG
Recall that the mapping µG is defined by (1.5) and by µ
[n]
G we denote
the nth iteration of the mapping µG. Note that
µ
[n+1]
G (X) = µ
[n]
G (X)− µ[n]G (X) : G, n ≥ 0.
Hence
(3.1)
n∑
k=0
(
µ
[k]
G (X) : G
)
= X − µ[n+1]G (X).
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Clearly
X ≥ µG(X) ≥ µ[2]G (X) ≥ · · · ≥ µ[n]G (X) ≥ · · · .
Therefore, the mapping
B+(H) ∋ X 7→ τG(X) def= s− lim
n→∞
µ
[n]
G (X) ∈ B+(H)
is well defined. Besides, using (3.1) and the monotonicity of parallel
sum, we see that
(1) µ
[n]
G (X) : G ≥ µ[n+1]G (X) : G for all n ∈ N0,
(2) the series
∞∑
n=0
(
µ
[n]
G (X) : G
)
is converging in the strong sense
and
(3.2)
∞∑
n=0
(
µ
[n]
G (X) : G
)
= X − τG(X).
Hence the mapping τG can be defined as follows:
τG(X)
def
= X −
∞∑
n=0
(
µ
[n]
G (X) : G
)
.
Most of the following properties of the mapping τG are already es-
tablished in the statements above.
Theorem 3.1. The mapping τG possesses the properties:
(1) τG(µG(X)) = τG(X) for all X ∈ B+(H), therefore,
τG(µ
[n]
G (X)) = τG(X) for all natural n;
(2) τG(X) : G = 0 for all X ∈ B+(H);
(3) τG(X) ≤ X for all X ∈ B+(H) and τG(X) = X ⇐⇒ X : G =
0 ⇐⇒ ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0};
(4) τG(X) = τG(τG(X)) for an arbitrary X ∈ B+(H);
(5) define a subspace
(3.3) M := H⊖ clos{f ∈ H, (G+X)1/2f ∈ ranG1/2} ,
then
(3.4) τG(X) = (G+X)
1/2PM(G+X)
1/2;
(6) define a contraction T = (G+X)−1/2X1/2 and subspace
L
def
= ker (I − T ∗T ),
then
(3.5) L = H⊖ {clos{g ∈ H, X1/2g ∈ ranG1/2}}
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and
(3.6) τG(X) = X
1/2PLX
1/2;
in particular, if X is positive definite, then L = X1/2kerG;
(7) XG = GX =⇒ τG(X) = X1/2PNX1/2, where N takes the form
N = kerG ∩ ranX;
(8) τG(G) = 0;
(9) ranX1/2 ⊆ ranG1/2 =⇒ τG(X) = 0; in particular,
τG (X : G) = 0
for every X ∈ B+(H);
(10) ranX1/2 = ranGα, α < 1/2 =⇒ τG(X) = 0;
(11) τG(λG+X) = τηG(X) = τG(X) for all λ > 0 and η > 0;
(12) τG(ξX) = ξτG(X), ξ > 0;
(13) if ranG
1/2
1 = ranG
1/2
2 , then
τG1(X) = τG2(X) = τG1(G2 +X) = τG2(G1 +X)
for all X ∈ B+(H);
(14) if ranG
1/2
1 ⊆ ranG1/22 , then τG1(X) ≥ τG2(X) for all X ∈
B+(H);
(15) τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H) =⇒ X ∈ B+0 (H) and X2 : G = 0;
(16) the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H),
(b) X ∈ B+0 (H) and ran (G+X)1/2∩clos {(G+X)−1/2ranG1/2} =
{0},
(c) X ∈ B+0 (H) and for each converging sequence {yn} ⊂
ranG1/2 such that
lim
n→∞
yn ∈ ranX
it follows that the sequence {(G+X)−1/2yn} is diverging,
(d) X ∈ B+0 (H) and ranX1/2∩clos
{
X−1/2
(
ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2)} =
{0},
(e) X ∈ B+0 (H) and for each converging sequence {zn} ⊂
ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 such that
lim
n→∞
zn ∈ ranX
follows that the sequence {X−1/2zn} is diverging;
(17) and if X is a compact operator, then X is a compact operator as
well, moreover, if τG(X) from the Shatten-von Neumann class
Sp [14], then τG(X) ∈ Sp.
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Proof. Equalities in (6) follow from (2.5), Proposition 2.2 and Theorem
2.3, (11) follows from Corollary 2.7. If ξ > 0, then
τG(ξX) = (G+ ξX)
1/2PM1/ξ(G+ ξX)
1/2
= ξ((1/ξ)G+X)1/2PM1/ξ((1/ξ)G+X)
1/2
= ξτG(X).
This proves (12).
If ranG
1/2
1 = ranG
1/2
2 , then
X1/2g ∈ ranG1/21 ⇐⇒ X1/2g ∈ ranG1/22 .
Now from property (6) follows the equality τG1(X) = τG2(X). Using
(11) we get
τG1(G2 +X) = τG2(G2 +X) = τG2(X)
= τG1(X) = τG1(G1 +X) = τG2(G1 +X).
So, property (13) is proved. If ranG1/2 ⊆ ranG1/22 , then
X1/2g ∈ ranG1/21 =⇒ X1/2g ∈ ranG1/22 .
Hence
L1 = H⊖
{
clos
{
g ∈ H : X1/2g ∈ ranG1/21
}}
⊇ L2 = H⊖
{
clos
{
g ∈ H : X1/2g ∈ ranG1/22
}}
,
and
τG1(X) = X
1/2PL1X
1/2 ≥ X1/2PL2X1/2 = τG2(X).
If X is compact operator, then from τG(X) = X
1/2PLX
1/2 it follows
that τG(X) is compact operator. If X ∈ Sp, where p ≥ 1 and Sp
is Shatten–von Neumann ideal, then from X1/2, PLX
1/2 ∈ S2p follows
that X1/2PLX
1/2 ∈ Sp [14, page 92]. 
Remark 3.2. Given G ∈ B+(H). All G˜ ∈ B+(H) such that ran G˜1/2 =
ranG1/2 are of the form
G˜ = G1/2QG1/2,
where Q,Q−1 ∈ B+(ranG).
Remark 3.3. Let G, G˜ ∈ B+(H) and ranG1/2 = ran G˜1/2. The equal-
ities
τG(G˜+X) = (G˜+X)
1/2P˜ (G˜+X)1/2 = τG(X) = X
1/2PLX
1/2,
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where P˜ is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
H⊖ clos
{
f ∈ H : (G˜+X)1/2f ∈ ranG1/2
}
,
see (3.3) and (3.5), show that τG(X) is an extreme point of the operator
interval [0, X ] and operator intervals [0, G˜+X ] cf. [4].
Remark 3.4. Let G,X ∈ B+0 (H), ranG1/2 ∩ ranX1/2 = {0}. From
properties (13) and (16) in Theorem 3.1 follows that if the equality
ran (G+X)1/2 ∩ ran ((G+X)−1/2G1/2) = {0}
holds true, then it remains valid if G is replaced by G˜ such that ran G˜1/2 =
ranG1/2.
Proposition 3.5. 1) Assume G ∈ B+(H). (a) If X : G 6= 0, then(
µ
[n]
G (X)
)
: G 6= 0 for all n.
b) If X ∈ B+0 (H), then µ[n]G (X) ∈ B+0 (H) for all n. Moreover, if
ranX1/2 ⊇ ranG1/2, then ran
(
µ
[n]
G (X)
)1/2
= ranX1/2 for all n.
2) If G ∈ B+0 (H) and τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H), then µ[n]G (X) ∈ B+0 (H)
(3.7) ran
(
µ
[n]
G (X)
)1/2
∩ clos
{(
µ
[n]
G (X)
)−1/2
ranG1/2
}
= {0},
in particular,
(
µ
[n]
G (X)
)2
: G = 0 (⇐⇒ ranµ[n]G (X) ∩ ranG1/2 = {0})
for all n.
Proof. Due to the property τG(µG(X)) = τG(X) for all X ∈ B(H), it
is sufficient to prove that the assertions of proposition hold for n = 1.
Let H0 = ran (G+X). There exists M ∈ B+(H0) such that
X = (G+X)1/2M(G +X)1/2, G = (G+X)1/2(I −M)(G +X)1/2.
Then
µG(X) = X −X : G
= (G+X)1/2M(G+X)1/2 − (G+X)1/2M(I −M)(G +X)1/2
= (G+X)1/2M2(G+X)1/2.
It follows
ran (µG(X))
1/2 = (G+X)1/2ranM.
Because X : G 6= 0, we have ranX1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 6= {0}. Therefore
ranM1/2 ∩ ran (I −M)1/2 6= {0}.
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This means that there are f, h ∈ H such that M1/2f = (I −M)1/2h.
Hence
Mf = (I −M)1/2M1/2h.
Since ran (X : G)1/2 = (G+X)1/2ran (M −M2)1/2, we get
ran (µG(X))
1/2 ∩ ran (X : G)1/2 6= {0}.
But ran (X : G)1/2 ⊆ ranG1/2. Hence µG(X) : G 6= 0.
Clearly
ranX1/2 ⊇ ranG1/2 ⇐⇒ ranM1/2 ⊇ ran (I −M)1/2
⇐⇒ ranM = H0.
Hence
ran (µG(X))
1/2 = (G+X)1/2ranM = ran (G+X)1/2
= ranX1/2 ⊇ ranG1/2.
If kerX = {0}, then ker (G+X) = {0} and ran (G+X)1/2∩kerM =
{0}. It follows that ran (G+X)1/2∩kerM2 = {0}. Hence kerµG(X) =
{0}.
Since τG(µG(X)) = τG(X) and τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H) implies kerX = {0}
and X2 : G = 0, see Theorem 2.8, we get
τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H) =⇒ kerµG(X) = {0}, (µG(X))2 : G = 0.

Remark 3.6. Let G ∈ B+0 (H). Assume that ranX1/2 ⊃ ranG1/2 and
τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H). Denoting Mn = clos
{(
µ
[n]
G (X)
)−1/2
ranG1/2
}
, one
obtains from (3.7) that
Mn ∩ ranX1/2 = M⊥n ∩ ranX1/2 = {0} ∀n ∈ N.
These relations yield
Mn ∩ ranG1/2 = M⊥n ∩ ranG1/2 = {0} ∀n ∈ N.
If Jn = PMn − PM⊥n = 2PMn − I, n ∈ N, then Jn = J∗n = J−1n (Jn is a
fundamental symmetry in H for each natural number n), and
ran (JnG
1/2Jn) ∩ ranG1/2 = {0} ∀n ∈ N,
cf. [7], [24].
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Let G ∈ B+(H). Set
B+G(H) =
{
Y ∈ B+(H) : ranY 1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}} .
Observe that Y ∈ B+G(H) =⇒ Y 1/2QY 1/2 ∈ B+G(H) for an arbitrary
Q ∈ B+(H). The cone B+G(H) is the set of all fixed points of the
mappings µG and τG. In addition
B+G(H) = τG(B+(H)).
Actually, property (13) in Theorem 3.1 shows that if Y ∈ B+G(H), then
for each G˜ ∈ B+(H) such that ran G˜1/2 = ranG1/2, the operator Y + G˜
is contained in the pre-image τ−1G {Y }, i.e., the equality
τG(G˜+ Y ) = Y = (G˜+ Y )
1/2PM
G˜
(G˜+ Y )1/2
holds, where
MG˜ = H⊖ {g ∈ H : (G˜+ Y )1/2g ∈ ranG1/2}.
In particular,
τG(G˜+ τG(X)) = τG(X), ∀X ∈ B+(H).
Thus, the operator G˜ + Y is contained in the basin of attraction of
the fixed point Y of the mapping µG for an arbitrary G˜ ∈ B+(H)
such that ran G˜1/2 = ranG1/2. In addition since ran (G˜ + Y )1/2 =
ranG1/2+˙ranY 1/2, the statement 1 b) of Proposition 3.5 yields that
ran
(
µ
[n]
G (G˜+ Y )
)1/2
= const ⊃ ranG1/2 ∀n ∈ N.
4. Lebesgue type decomposition of nonnegative operators
and the mapping τG
Let A ∈ B+(H). T. Ando in [3] introduced and studied the mapping
B+(H) ∋ B 7→ [A]B def= s− lim
n→∞
(nA : B) ∈ B+(H).
The decomposition
B = [A]B + (B − [A]B)
provides the representation of B as the sum of A-absolutely continu-
ous ([A]B) and A-singular ((B − [A]B) parts of B [3]. An operator
C ∈ B+(H) is called A-absolutely continuous [3] if there exists a non-
decreasing sequence {Cn} ⊂ B+(H) such that C = s − limn→∞Cn
and Cn ≤ αnA for some αn, n ∈ N ( ⇐⇒ ranC1/2n ⊆ ranA1/2
∀n ∈ N). An operator C ∈ B+(H) is called A-singular if the inter-
sections of operator intervals [0, C] and [0, A] is the trivial operator
([0, C] ∩ [0, A] = 0). Moreover, the operator [A]B is maximum among
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all A-absolutely continuous nonnegative operators C with C ≤ B. The
decomposition of B on A-absolutely continuous and A-singular parts
is generally non-unique. Ando in [3] proved that uniqueness holds if
and only if ran ([A]B)1/2 ⊆ ranA1/2. Set
(4.1) ΩBA
def
= clos
{
f ∈ H : B1/2f ∈ ranA1/2} .
It is established in [3] that the following conditions are equivalent
(i) B is A-absolutely continuous,
(ii) [A]B = B,
(iii) ΩBA = H.
In [22] (see also [15]) the formula
(4.2) [A]B = B1/2PΩBAB
1/2
has been established. Hence the operator [A]B possesses the following
property, see [22]:
max
{
Y ∈ B+(H) : 0 ≤ Y ≤ B, clos{Y −1/2(ranA1/2)} = H}
= [A]B.
The notation BranA1/2 and the name convolution on the operator do-
main was used for [A]B in [22]. Notice that from (4.2) it follows the
equalities
ran ([A]B)1/2 = B1/2ΩBA ,
B − [A]B = B1/2(I − PΩBA)B
1/2,
[A]B : (B − [A]B) = 0, A : (B − [A]B) = 0.
In addition due to (1.1), (4.1), and (4.2):
(1) [A](λB) = λ ([A]B) , λ > 0,
(2) ran A˜1/2 = ranA1/2 =⇒ [A˜]B = [A]B for all B ∈ B+(H),
(3) [A : B]B = [A]B.
Theorem 4.1. (1) Let G ∈ B+(H). Then for each X ∈ B+(H)
the equality
(4.3) τG(X) = X − [G]X
holds. Therefore, τG(X) = 0 if and only if X is G-absolutely
continuous. In addition τG([G]X) = 0 for all X ∈ B+(H). If
ran G˜1/2 = ranG1/2 for some G˜ ∈ B+(H), then
(4.4) τG(X) = X − [G˜]X = G˜+X − [G](G˜ +X).
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Hence
(4.5) G˜ = [G](G˜+X)− [G](X),
and
(4.6) X − τG(X) = [G](G˜+X)− G˜.
In addition
(4.7)
∞∑
n=0
(
µ
[n]
G (X) : G
)
= [G]X, ∀X ∈ B+(H).
(2) The following inequality is valid for an arbitrary X1, X2 ∈ B+(H):
(4.8) τG(X1 +X2) ≤ τG(X1) + τG(X2).
(3) the following statements are equivalent:
(a) τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H),
(b) X ∈ B+0 (H) and ([G]X) : X2 = 0,
(c) G+X ∈ B+0 (H) and [G](G +X) : (G+X)2 = 0.
Proof. (1) From (4.1), (4.2), and Theorem 3.1 we get equalities
τG(X) = X
1/2(I − PΩXG )X
1/2 = X − [G]X,
τG(G˜+X) = (G˜+X)
1/2(I−P
ΩG˜+XG
)(G˜+X)1/2 = G˜+X−[G](G˜+X).
Then (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) follow from the equalities τG(X) = τG˜[X ] =
τG(G˜+X). Since [G]([G]X) = [G]X , we get τG ([G]X) = 0.
Note that using the equality [G](X +αG) = [G]X +αG [21, Lemma
1] and the equality
τG(αG+X) = αG+X − [G](αG+X),
we get τG(αG+X) = X − [G]X = τG(X).
Equation (4.7) follows from (3.2) and (4.3).
(2) Inequality (4.8) follows from the inequality, see [12],
[G](X1 +X2) ≥ [G]X1 + [G]X2
and equality (4.3).
(3) From (4.1) and statements (16a) and (16d) of Theorem 3.1 it
follows
τG(X) ∈ B+0 (H) ⇐⇒ X ∈ B+0 (H) and ΩXG ∩ ranX1/2 = {0}
⇐⇒ X ∈ B+0 (H) and X1/2ΩXG ∩ ranX = {0}
⇐⇒ X ∈ B+0 (H) and ran ([G]X))1/2 ∩ ranX = {0}
⇐⇒ X ∈ B+0 (H) and ([G]X) : X2 = 0.
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Further we use the equality τG(X) = τG(G+X), see statement (13) of
Theorem 3.1. 
5. The mappings {µ[n]G }, τG, and intersections of domains of
unbounded self-adjoint operators
Let A be an unbounded self-adjoint operator in an infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert space H. J.von Neumann [20, Satz 18] established that if
H is separable, then there is a self-adjoint operator unitary equivalent
to A such that its domain has trivial intersection with the domain of A.
Another proof of this result was proposed by J. Dixmier in [9], see also
[13, Theorem 3.6]. In the case of nonseparable Hilbert space in [11] it
is constructed an example of unbounded self-adjoint operator A such
that for any unitary U one has dom (U∗AU) ∩ domA 6= {0}. So, in
general, the von Neumann theorem does not hold. It is established in
[11, Theorem 4.6], that the following are equivalent for a dense opera-
tor range R (the image of a bounded nonnegative self-adjoint operator
in H [13]) in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space:
(i) there is a unitary operator U such that UR ∩R = {0};
(ii) for every subspace (closed linear manifold) K ⊂ R one has
dimK ≤ dimK⊥.
In the theorem below we suggest another several statements equiva-
lent to the von Neumann’s theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let H be an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space
and let A be an unbounded self-adjoint operator in H. Then the follow-
ing assertions are equivalent
(1) there exists a unitary operator U in H such that
dom (U∗AU) ∩ domA = {0};
(2) there exists an unbounded self-adjoint operator S in H such that
domS ∩ domA = {0};
(3) there exists a fundamental symmetry J in H (J = J∗ = J−1)
such that
dom (JAJ) ∩ domA = {0};
(4) there exists a subspace M in H such that
M ∩ domA = M⊥ ∩ domA = {0};
(5) there exists a positive definite self-adjoint operator B in H such
that
domB ⊃ domA and clos {BdomA} ∩ domB = {0},
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(6) there exists a closed densely defined restriction A0 of A such that
dom (AA0) = {0} (this yields, in particular, domA20 = {0}).
Proof. Let |A| =
√
A2. Set G = (|A|+ I)−2. Then G ∈ B+0 (H) and
ranG1/2 = domA.
According to [7, Proposition 3.1.] the following assertion for the
operator range R are equivalent
(i) There exists in H an orthogonal projection P such that
ranP ∩ R = {0} and ran (I − P ) ∩R = {0} .
(ii) There exists in H a fundamental symmetry J such that
JR ∩R = {0} .
Now we will prove that (2)=⇒(1), (3), (4), (5). The existence of self-
adjoint S with the property domS∩domA = {0} implies the existence
of F ∈ B+0 (H) such that ranF 1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0} (for example, take
F = (|S|+ I)−2). Then the equality F : G = 0 yields, see Proposition
1.2 that
G = (G+ F )1/2P (G+ F )1/2, F = (G+ F )1/2(I − P )(G+ F )1/2,
where P is orthogonal projection in H. The equalities kerG = kerF =
{0} imply
ranP ∩ ran (G+ F )1/2 = ran (I − P ) ∩ ran (G+ F )1/2 = {0}.
Since ranG1/2 ⊂ ran (G+ F )1/2, we get
ranP ∩ ranG1/2 = ran (I − P ) ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}.
Let M = ranP , then holds (4). Put J = P − (I − P ) = 2P − I. The
operator J is fundamental symmetry and JranG1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}.
This gives (3).
Since kerF = {0} and F = τG(F ) = τG(G+ F ), using Theorem 3.1,
equalities (3.3), (3.4), and Theorem 2.8 we obtain
ran (G+ F )1/2 ∩ ran (G+ F )−1/2G1/2 = {0}.
Denoting B = (G+ F )−1/2, we arrive to (5).
Let us proof (5)=⇒(2). Set X = B−2. Then ranX1/2 ⊃ ranG1/2
and
X ∈ B+0 (H), ranX1/2 ∩ clos
{
X−1/2ranG1/2
}
= {0}.
The equivalence of conditions (16a) and (16d) of Theorem 3.1 implies
ker τG(X) = {0}. Since the operator Y = τG(X) possesses the property
ranY 1/2 ∩ ranG1/2 = {0}, we get for S = Y −2 that domS ∩ domA =
{0}.
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Now we are going to prove (4) ⇐⇒ (6). Suppose (6) is valid, i.e., A0
is closed densely defined restriction of A such that dom (AA0) = {0}.
Let
U = (A− iI)(A + iI)−1
be the Cayley transform of A. U is a unitary operator and
A = i(I + U)(I − U)−1, domA = ran (I − U), ranA = ran (I + U).
Let U0 = (A0 − iI)(A0 + iI)−1 be the Cayley transform of A0. Set
M
def
= ran (A0 + iI). Then U0 = U↾M,
domA0 = ran (I − U0) = (I − U)M,
ranA0 = ran (I + U0) = (I + U)M.
Because domA0 is dense inH, we getM⊥∩domA = {0}. The equality
dom (AA0) = {0} is equivalent to{
ranA0 ∩ domA = {0},
kerA0 = {0} .
The latter two equalities are equivalent to M∩domA = {0}. Thus (4)
holds. If (4) holds, then define the symmetric restriction A0 as follows
domA0 = (I − U)M, A0 = A↾ domA0
we get dom (AA0) = {0}. The proof is complete.

Let us make a few remarks.
Remark 5.2. If (5) is true, then
(1) the more simple proof of the implication (5)⇒(2) is the obser-
vation that (5) implies domB2 ∩ domA = {0};
(2) taking into account that B−1 is bounded and domA is dense in
H, we get
(H⊖ clos {BdomA}) ∩ domB = {0},
if we setM
def
= clos {BdomA}, we see that the inclusion domA ⊂
domB implies (4), i.e., this is one more way to prove (5)=⇒(4)
and (5)=⇒(6);
(3) using the proof of Theorem 5.1 and equalities (3.5) and (3.6),
we see that the operator S
def
= (B−1PM⊥B
−1)
−1
is well defined,
self-adjoint positive definite, and domS ∩ domA = {0};
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(4) denoting B0 = B↾ domA and taking the closure of B0, we get
the closed densely defined positive definite symmetric operator
B¯0 (a closed restriction of B) such that
dom (BB¯0) = {0}.
Remark 5.3. In the case of an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space be
separable. K. Schmu¨dgen in [24, Theorem 5.1] established the validity
of assertion (4) for an arbitrary A. In [7] using parallel addition of
operators it is shown that validity (2) for an arbitrary unbounded self-
adjoint A implies (4).
The first construction of a densely defined closed symmetric operator
T such that domT 2 = {0} was given by M.A. Naimark [18], [19]. In [8]
P. Chernoff gave an example of semi-bounded from bellow symmetric
T whose square has trivial domain. K. Schmu¨dgen in [24, Theorem
5.2] proved that each unbounded self-adjoint operator H has two closed
densely defined restrictions H1 and H2 such that
domH1 ∩ domH2 = {0} and domH21 = domH22 = {0}.
In [6] the abstract approach to the construction of examples of nonneg-
ative self-adjoint operators L and their closed densely defined restric-
tions L0 such that dom (LL0) = {0} has been proposed. In [7, Theorem
3.33] it is established that each unbounded self-adjoint A has two closed
densely defined restrictions A1 and A2 possessing properties
domA1+˙domA2 = domA, dom (AA1) = dom (AA2) = {0},
domA1 ∩ domA2 = domA2 ∩ domA2 = {0}.
M. Sauter in the e-mail communication with the author suggested
another proof of the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Theorem 5.1. His
proof is essentially relied on the methods developed in the paper [11].
We conclude this paper by the theorem related to the assertions (2)
and (5) of Theorem 5.1. The proof is based on the properties of the
mappings {µ[n]G } and τG.
Theorem 5.4. Let H be an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space
and let A be unbounded self-adjoint operator in H. Then for each
positive definite self-adjoint operator S such that domS∩domA = {0}
there exists a sequence {Sn} of positive definite operators possessing
properties
• domSn = domS+˙domA ∀n,
• clos {SndomA} ∩ domSn = {0} ∀n,
• domS2n ∩ domA = {0} ∀n,
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• if Ln = H⊖ clos {SndomA}, then S = (S−1n PLnS−1n )−1 ∀n,
• for each f ∈ domS+˙domA the sequence {||Snf ||}∞n=1 is non-
decreasing,
• domS =
{
f : sup
n≥1
||Snf || <∞
}
,
• s− R − lim
n→∞
Sn = S, where s− R is the strong resolvent limit
of operators [16, Chapter 8, §1].
Proof. Let G
def
= (|A| + I)−2, F def= S−2. Then ranG1/2 = domA,
ranF 1/2 = domS. According to Theorem 3.1 the equalities
F = τG(F ) = τG(G+ F )
are valid. Set
Fn = µ
[n]
G (G+ F ), n = 0, 1, . . . .
Then {Fn} is non-increasing sequence of operators, τG(Fn) = F , and
s− lim
n→∞
Fn = F.
Due to the Lo¨wner-Heinz inequality we have that the sequence of op-
erators {F 1/2n }∞n=1 is non-increasing. In addition
s− lim
n→∞
F 1/2n = F
1/2.
Since ranF
1/2
0 = ranG
1/2+˙ranF 1/2, Proposition 3.5 yields ranF
1/2
n =
ranG1/2+˙ranF 1/2 for all natural numbers n. Now define
Sn = F
−1/2
n , n = 0, 1, . . . .
Then for all n:
domSn = ranF
1/2
n = ranG
1/2+˙ranF 1/2 = domA+˙domS,
the sequences of unbounded nonnegative self-adjoint operators {S2n}
and {Sn} are non-decreasing,
lim
n→∞
S−1n = S
−1, lim
n→∞
S−2n = S
−2.
The latter means, that
s− R− lim
n→∞
Sn = S, s− R− lim
n→∞
S2n = S
2.
Taking into account that τG(Fn) = F and using statement 2) of Propo-
sition 3.5 we conclude that the equality
ranF 1/2n ∩ clos {F−1/2n ranG1/2} = {0}
holds for each n ∈ N. Hence clos {SndomA} ∩ domSn = {0} and
domS2n ∩ domA = {0} for all natural numbers n. Set
Ln := H⊖ clos {SndomA} = H⊖ clos {F−1/2n ranG1/2}.
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Taking in mind the equality (see (3.5) and (3.6))
F = τG(Fn) = F
1/2
n PLnF
1/2
n ,
we get S = (S−1n PLnS
−1
n )
−1
for all n ∈ N.
Let f ∈ domS = ranF 1/2. Since Fn ≥ F for all n ∈ N, we have
F−1n ≤ F−1, i.e., ||Snf || ≤ ||Sf || for all n.
Suppose that ||Snf || ≤ C for all n. Then there exists a subsequence
of vectors {Snkf}∞k=1 that converges weakly to some vector ϕ in H, i.e,
lim
k→∞
(Snkf, h) = (ϕ, h) for all h ∈ H.
Further for all g ∈ H
(f, g) = (F 1/2nk Snkf, g) = (Snkf, F
1/2
nk
g)
= (Snkf, F
1/2g) + (Snkf, F
1/2
nk
g − F 1/2g)→ (ϕ, F 1/2g) = (F 1/2ϕ, g).
It follows that f ∈ domS.
Thus, we arrive to the equality domS =
{
f : sup
n≥1
||Snf || <∞
}
.
The proof is complete. 
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